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Sunshin;in the Arctic ]

tain, being cooled by expansion as it rises, and thereby
~ausing the condensation of
the vapour it carries. Such
are the winds that bring. ·the
winter rains on the Pacific
~oast. Heavy rainfall or snowfall marks the windward side
of high mountains, while the
other sides are often r egions
.of comparative drought. (See
Winds.)
Sunshine in its full intensity
follows the sun's track, of
~ourse ; yet tropical regions
bordering .o:q. the sea have
~omparatively little sunshine
during their rainy seasons.
Only over inland deserts are
tropical skies cloudless. There
is a greater amount of sunshine, in general, toward the
Equator than to"ward the
poles, in the interiors of continents than on the coasts, and
in summer than in winter.
Yet the longer summer day,
which enables Alaska to raise
wheat and s.t rawberries, to
some degree compensates the
poleward regions for their
lesser amount of total sunshine.
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bounded by parallels of latitude, however , do not correspond to climatic facts, for
the heat equator strays far
north of
the geographic
equator, and the annual
isotherms (or lines showing
how far the same average
temperature prevails) play
leap-frog all ·round the parallels o~ latitude. Moreover,
the so-called temperate zone
is very seldom r eally temperate, but a r egion of great
variability.
If we call our main climatic
subtropical,
belts tropical,
intermediate, cold, and: polar,
perhaps "'re shall come as near
to accuracy as a broad cl2lJssification can, particularly if we
remember that annual isotherms and not parallels of
lat itude are the boundaries,
and that mountains, continents, oceans, and lesoer
variations of surface introduce
endless climatic variations
within each climatic belt.
Climate's Relation to Life

Human beings manage to
get along with varying degrees
of success in almost every
Climatic Variation
variety of climate except that
Variability is an extremely
of the polar r egions ; but
important aspect of climate.
most animals and plants are
It makes all the difference in
less adaptable. Hot and moist
the world whether you get
climates produce the luxuriant
your allotted heat, moisture,
tropical forests with their
sunshine, and wind all in one
elephants, monkeys, cockatoos, .
and myriad other forms of wild
dose, so to speak, or spread
out evenly through the day
life ; they give us coffee,
and the year. Take t emperasugar, pepper, bananas, etc.
. ture ; the warmest month in
Hot and dry climates produce
Quito, South America, is only
the cactus, agave (or century
one degree warmer than the
plant), date palm, etc.
coolest ; but the warmest
Tea, rice, cotton, wheat,
month in Y akutsk, northern
corn, olives, figs, grapes, etc.,
Siberia, is 100 degrees warmer
are products of climates furthan the coldest. As for
nishing moderate heat and
moisture, though some require
moisture, the greater part of
the British Isles receives rain
and some shun high summer
This diagram shows how the tern pera tu re
(or snow when it is too cold of the earth below the surface increases temperatures, and some tolerfor rain) throughout the year, beyond a depth of 100 feet, where the ate and others perish in low .
sun's influence ends, although it has so
but the greater part of India
winter temperatures. R egions
much to do with climate.
takes practically all its rain
with summers ranging from
during the months of the summer monsoon.
50° to 72° Fahrenheit produce hardy grains
We have certain broad classifications for and the fruits which are most tolerant of cold.
climate. The maps in which the globe is neatly The polar zones produce little plant life beyond
belted with torrid, temperate, and frigid zones · mosses and lichens. (See Geology; Ice Age.)
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